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This paper develops an analytical model of sequential zone picking systems. The systems belong to the most
popular internal transport and order picking systems in practice, due to their scalability, flexibility, high-
throughput ability, and fit-for-use for a wide range of products and order profiles. The major disadvantage of
such systems, though, is congestion and blocking under heavy use, leading to long order lead times. In order
to diminish blocking and congestion most systems make use of a dynamic block-and-recirculate protocol.
The various elements of the system, like conveyor lanes and the pick zones, are modeled as a network of
queues with multiple order classes and with capacity constraints on subnetworks, including the dynamic
block-and-recirculate protocol. Due to this protocol, however, the stationary distribution of the queueing
network is highly intractable. Therefore, an innovative approximation method, using jump-over blocking is
proposed to accurately assess key performance statistics such as throughput and recirculation. Multi-class
jump-over networks admit a product-form stationary distribution, and can be efficiently evaluated by Mean
Value Analysis (MVA) and use of Norton’s theorem. The method is most suitable to support rapid and
optimal design of complex zone picking systems, in terms of number of segments, number and length of zones,
buffer capacities, and storage allocation of products to zones, in order to meet prespecified performance
targets. Comparison of the approximation results to simulation show that for a wide range of parameters the
mean relative error in the system throughput is typically less than 1%. The approximation is also applied
to evaluate a real-life zone picking system of a large wholesaler supplying non-food items.

1. Introduction

Order picking, the process of picking products to fill customer orders, is the most labor-intensive and

costly activity in warehouses due to its high contribution (about 55%) to the total operating cost

(Drury 1988). Recent trends in distribution and manufacturing, like e-commerce, have increased

the importance of efficient order picking even more (Le-Duc and de Koster 2007). The focus of

this paper is on the modeling and (approximate) analysis of sequential zone picking systems, with

single or multi-segment routing.

Zone picking is one of the most popular picker-to-parts order picking method, where the order

picking area is zoned. In each zone, an order picker is responsible for picking from his or her

dedicated part of the warehouse (Petersen 2002, Gu et al. 2010). In practice, the zones are often

connected by conveyors to reduce travel. Major advantages of zone picking systems are high-

throughput ability, scalability and flexibility in handling both small and large order volumes, and

handeling different product sizes, with a different number of order pickers. These systems are often

applied in warehouses handling customer orders with a large number of order lines and with a large

number of different products kept in stock (Park 2012). A disadvantage of such systems, however,

is congestion and blocking under heavy use, leading to long order lead times.
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Figure 1 A sequential zone picking system with multi-segment routing. (Bakker 2007)

Zone picking systems can be categorized in systems with parallel and sequential zone picking
(De Koster et al. 2007). In a parallel zone picking system, a customer order, which can consist of
several order lines, is picked simultaneously in multiple zones and a downstream sorting process
consolidates the picked order lines into the customer orders after the picking process has finished.
In sequential zone picking (or pick-and-pass), shown in Figure 1, an order is assigned to an order
tote or order carton that travels on the conveyor and visits sequentially only those zones where
products are stored that should be added to the order. At a zone, each picker picks for only one
tote at a time. The advantage of sequential zone picking is that order integrity is maintained and
no sorting and product consolidation is required (Petersen 2000).

There are two types of sequential zone picking systems that can be distinguished: single-segment
routing and multi-segment routing. In single-segment routing, the conveyor forms one circular loop
that connects all the zones, whereas in multi-segment routing, zones are grouped in segments and
per segment the zones are connected to a conveyor with a recirculation loop, like in Figure 1. The
different segments are then connected by a central (or main) conveyor that diverts totes to the
required segments. Multi-segment routing improves system throughput significantly due to shorter
conveyor loops that avoid unnecessary long order tote travel times. However, the investment costs
and space requirements are higher compared to single-segment routing.

De Koster (1994), Yu and De Koster (2008, 2009) and Melacini et al. (2010) model a zone picking
system as a network of queues. In order to estimate performance statistics, such as the utilization,
throughput rate of a zone, and, the mean and standard deviation of the throughput time of the
totes, they use Whitt’s queueing network analyzer (Whitt 1982). A crucial aspect, however, that is
not taken into consideration is blocking. In most environments, the workloads of the zones exhibit
variablility, due to differences in work profiles of the orders. In peak periods, zones can become
congested, leading to blocking of order totes which may propagate through the entire network,
such that zones become starved and order lead times significantly increase. Such blocking effects
may have considerable impact on the performance of a zone picking system and cannot be ignored.
Identification and quantification of the effects of blocking is challenging and crucial in the design
of a zone picking system.
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In a zone picking system blocking and congestion occurs at zones as well as at segments. Zones
can become congested due to finite buffer space, since only a limited number of totes can be stored
before they are processed by the order picker. Also segments can become congested if too many
totes visit the segment at once. To resolve this, workload control is applied by which the system will
prevent incoming totes from entering the segment until sufficiently many totes have left. In both
cases, zone picking systems use a dynamic block-and-recirculate protocol: a blocked tote recirculates
on the conveyor loop when the destination buffer is full or a segment is congested in order to
avoid temporarily blocking all upstream totes. The tote potentially visits other zones or segments
before attempting to enter the place where it was blocked previously. Queueing networks that
attempt to model systems with the block-and-recirculate protocols are highly intractable: no exact
results for the stationary distribution exist. In the literature, different blocking protocols have been
investigated for various types of applications (see Schmidt and Jackman (2000), Hsieh and Bozer
(2005), Osorio and Bierlaire (2009) for recent references in manufacturing systems with automated
conveyors). For an extensive review on blocking in queueing networks, the reader is referred to
the books of Perros (1994), Balsamo et al. (2001), Papadopoulos et al. (1993). A variation of the
block-and-recirculate protocol for flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) was first studied by Yao
and Buzacott (1987). According to their definition, a blocked part returns to the end of the queue
where it came from such that it can try to enter for a second time. The authors derive product-form
solutions for FMS networks with finite buffers and recirculation, including networks with a central
server (e.g., the material handling system) and networks with zero-buffer stations. These networks,
however, are not suitable to model zone picking systems, since totes can visit the required zones
in a random order and they do not need to return immediately to the same blocked zone, but
potentially visit other, less congested, zones before returning.

The objective of this paper is to develop an analytical model for sequential zone picking systems
(hereafter zone picking) with either single-segment routing, or multi-segment routing, and with
finite buffers and segment capacities. This model is used to study the effects of design choice,
loading, and storage on blocking and congestion of this commonly used order picking method.
It considerably extends the models of De Koster (1994), Yu and De Koster (2008, 2009) and
Melacini et al. (2010) that only consider zone picking systems with single-segment routing and
no blocking. We develop a queueing model that incorporates the dynamic block-and-recirculate
protocol and use the model to estimate the key performance statistics. Because an exact analysis of
the queueing model with blocking is not feasible, we iteratively estimate the blocking probabilities
from a multi-class queueing network, with jump-over blocking (Van Dijk 1988, Economou and
Fakinos 1998). This is a Markovian blocking protocol that will be shown to admit a product-
form stationary queue-length distribution. Key to the approximation is to equip the jump-over
queueing network with Markovian routing that correctly reflects the relation to the block-and-
recirculate queueing network, i.e., the flows in both networks should match. Surprisingly, the jump-
over queueing network provides very accurate estimates of the key performance statistics and allows
us to study the sources of blocking and congestion in complex systems containing many zones
and many different order classes. As such, it provides a powerful tool for system design, e.g., to
determine the required number of segments, number and size of the zones, buffer capacities, or
storage allocation of products to zones, in order to meet target performance levels.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the model for single-segment
routing zone picking systems and Section 3 discusses the corresponding approximation and analysis.
The model is generalized to multi-segment routing zone picking systems in Section 4 and the
approximation and analysis are given in Section 5. We extensively analyze the results of both
models in Section 6 via computational experiments for a range of parameters and validate them
for a real-life system. In the final section we conclude and suggest some extensions of the model
and further research topics.
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Figure 2 A zone picking system with single-segment routing and its corresponding queueing network.

2. Modeling Zone Picking Systems with Single-segment Routing

In a zone picking system with single-segment routing, three different elements can be distinguished:
the entrance/exit of the system, the conveyor, and the zones. These elements of a single-segment
zone picking system with two zones are shown in Figure 2a. For now, the assumption is made that
totes enter and leave the system at the same location.

At the entrance of the system, a customer order is assigned to a new order tote. The tote is
released into the system as soon as it is allowed by the workload control mechanism (Park 2012).
This mechanism keeps the number of totes in the system fixed over time and only releases a new
tote when a tote with all required order lines leaves the system. This workload control mechanism
prevents the conveyor to become the bottleneck of the system. After release, a tote moves to the
buffer of a requested zone and diverts if the buffer of that zone is not full. A blocked tote will
stay on the conveyor and visits potentially other zones before returning. When the picking process
has finished in a zone, the picker pushes the tote back on the conveyor. The waiting time for a
sufficiently large space on the conveyor is considered to be negligible. The conveyor then transports
the tote to the next zone to be visited. A weight check at the end of the conveyor loop ensures that
the tote contains all the required order lines; otherwise, the tote is sent back to the beginning of
the loop such that the tote will return to the zones it was blocked previously. When the tote has
visited all the required zones, it leaves the system at the exit and a new order tote is immediately
released into the system.

To model this system, a queueing network is proposed, the topology of which is shown in Fig-
ure 2b in case of two zones. The zone picking system is modeled as a closed queueing network
with one entrance/exit, M zones and M + 1 nodes that describe the conveyor between either two
adjacent zones or between the entrance/exit and the first or last zone. The nodes are labeled in
the following manner: the system entrance/exit is denoted as e, Z = {z1, . . . , zM} denotes the set of
zones, and C = {c1, . . . , cM+1} is the set of conveyors in the network. Finally, let S = {e}∪C ∪Z be
the union of all the nodes in the network. The following assumptions are adopted for the network:
• There is an infinite supply of totes at the entrance of the system. This means that a leaving tote

can always be replaced immediately by a new tote. Each tote has a class r ⊆Z, e.g., r = {z2, z3}
means that the tote has to visit the second and third zone.
• The total number of totes in the system is constant N . As long as the total number of totes in

the zones and conveyor nodes is less than N , new totes are released one-by-one at an exponential
rate µe at the system entrance.
• The conveyor nodes are assumed to be delay nodes with a fixed delay of rate µi, i∈ C.
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• Each zone has di (≥ 1), i∈Z servers, which represent the order pickers in the zone. The order
picking time is assumed to be exponentially distributed with rate µi, i ∈ Z, that captures both
variations in the pick time per tote and variations in the number of order lines to be picked; this
assumption is relaxed in Subsection 3.4.
• When the order pickers are busy, incoming totes are stored in a finite buffer of size qi, i ∈Z.

Incoming totes are blocked when the total number of totes in the buffer equals qi.
A new tote of class r ⊆ Z is released at the system entrance with probability ψr. These release
probabilities correspond to a known order profile that can be obtained using e.g., historical data or
forecasts. After release, a tote of class r moves from the system entrance to the first conveyor node
c1. At conveyor node ci, the tote will either divert to zone i if zi ∈ r or move to the next conveyor
node ci+1. In case the tote needs to enter and the buffer is full, the tote skips the zone and moves
to the next conveyor ci+1, while it keeps the same class. If the buffer is not full, the tote enters the
zone and, after possibly waiting in the buffer, the order picker picks the required order lines. The
class of the totes changes to s = r\{zi} at departure from the zone, when the tote is routed to
conveyor node ci+1. After visiting the last conveyor node cM+1, all the totes with r 6= ∅ are routed
to the first conveyor node c1; the other totes move to the exit and are immediately replaced by a
new tote which is waiting for release at the entrance.

The stationary distribution of this queueing network is intractable due to the finite buffers and
the block-and-recirculate mechanism (Stidham Jr. 2002). This justifies the attempt to develop an
approximate analysis of this queueing network.

3. Analysis of Zone Picking Systems with Single-segment Routing

In order to accurately estimate the performance statistics of the queueing network of Section 2, it
is approximated in Subsection 3.1 by a network with the jump-over blocking protocol. This jump-
over network exhibits a product-form steady state distribution, as will be shown in Subsection 3.2.
Another property of the network, shown in Subsection 3.3, is that closed-form formulas of the visit
ratios exist. The performance statistics of the jump-over network can be easily calculated exactly
using e.g., mean value analysis (MVA), as explained in Subsection 3.4. Subsection 3.5 shows how
the jump-over network is used to approximate the original network. Finally, the quality of the
single-segment approximation is presented in Subsection 3.6.

3.1. Jump-over Network

Assume a tote that intends to visit zone zi is “tagged” after zi with either the label visited zi or
skipped zi. In the real system, and hence in the queueing network of Section 2, a tote is tagged as
visited zi if the tote entered zi and received service. On the other hand, a tote is tagged as skipped
zi if the tote skipped the zone because the buffer was full.

The idea of the jump-over network is to tag each tote that intends to visit zi randomly, and
independent of whether the tote actually visited zi or not. The probability of tagging with either
one of the two labels is taken as the fraction of totes receiving a specific tag in the original
queueing network, such that the fraction of totes that are tagged with skipped zi equals the blocking
probability bi, i ∈ Z of the original network. Naturally, blocking probabilities are not known in
advance, but will be estimated iteratively after an initial guess from the approximation, as shown
in Subsection 3.5. Hereafter, bi is assumed to be known beforehand in the jump-over network.
Denote by pir,js the routing probability in the jump-over network that a tote of class r is routed
from node i to node j and enters as a class s tote. Then for each class r tote, independent of
whether the tote visited or skipped zi (because of a full buffer), 1− pzir,ci+1s = bzi , i= 1, . . . ,M ,
where s = r\{zi}. This means that a tote of class r is tagged skipped zi and routed to the next
conveyor node ci+1 with the same class with probability bzi , and otherwise, with probability 1−bzi ,
the tote is tagged as visited zi and the class of the tote changes to s= r\{zi}.
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Since the tagging process is made independent of the state of the buffer, essentially the block-
and-recirculate protocol is replaced by the jump-over blocking protocol (Van Dijk 1988). Under
this protocol, each tote of class r leaving zi, either after service or skipping, continues to follow
the same Markovian routing. The advantage of the jump-over blocking protocol, also known as
“overtake full stations, skipping, and blocking and rerouting”, is that closed-form analytic results
for single-class queueing networks are available in the literature (Pittel 1979, Schassberger 1984,
Van Dijk 1988, Economou and Fakinos 1998).

3.2. Product-form of the Stationary Distribution of the Jump-over Network

A powerful tool to prove the existence of product-form solutions in the multi-class jump-over
network is the concept of quasi-reversibility (Kelly 1979); when a queueing network with Markovian
routing can be decomposed in terms of nodes that are quasi-reversible, the stationary distribution
of the network can be written as the product of the stationary distributions of these individual
nodes.

The state of the jump-over network is defined as x= (xi : i∈ S), where xi = (ri1, . . . ,ril, . . . ,rini)
represents the state of node i with ri1 as the class of the first tote in the node, and rini as the class
of the last tote in the node. Let S (N) be the state space of the network, i.e., it is the set of states
x for which the number of totes in the system is equal to

∑
i∈S ni =N and where the number of

totes in each zone satisfies ni ≤ di + qi, i∈Z.
Let λir be the visit ratio of a class r tote to node i satisfying the traffic equations

λir =
∑
j∈S

∑
s⊆Z

λjspjs,ir, i∈ S,r⊆Z. (1)

The equations (1) determine the visit ratios λir up to a multiplicative constant.

Theorem 1. The jump-over network with state space S (N) has a product-form stationary distri-
bution of the form

π (x) =
1

G

∏
i∈S

πi (xi) , (2)

where G is a normalization constant and

πi (xi) =


∏ni
l=1

(
λiril
µi

)
, i= e,∏ni

l=1

(
λiril
µi

)
· 1
ni!
, i∈ C,∏ni

l=1

(
λiril
µi

)
· 1
γ(ni)

, i∈Z,
(3)

with λiril is a solution of the traffic equations (1) and

γ (ni) =

{
ni!, if ni ≤ di,
di! (di)

ni−di , if ni >di.

Proof: To verify that the jump-over network with transition rates q (x, y), x, y ∈ S (N) has a
product-form stationary distribution of form (2), it is sufficient to find non-negative numbers q̄ (y,x)
and a collection of positive numbers π (x) summing to unity, such that the following two conditions
are fulfilled (Kelly 1979)

q̄ (x) = q (x) , x∈ S (N) , (4)

π (x) q (x, y) = π (y) q̄ (y,x) , x, y ∈ S (N) , (5)
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where q (x) =
∑

y∈S(N) q (x, y) and q̄ (x) =
∑

y∈S(N) q̄ (x, y). Then q̄ (y,x) are the time-reversed tran-
sition rates and π (x) is the product-form stationary distribution of the network.

Whenever state x does not contain a blocked zone, q̄ (y,x) is defined similar as a regular multi-
class queueing network without jump-over blocking (Nelson 1995). Each node in the jump-over
network has exponential service times and is either a multi-class single/multi-server node or a
multi-class infinite server node which are well-known to be quasi-reversible. Then it can easily be
verified that conditions (4) and (5) hold and π (x) is given by the product form of Equation (2). In
case state x contains a blocked zone and a transition that involves a tote skipping a zone occurs,
the transition rates q (x, y) and q̄ (y,x) can be described as follows. When a tote of class r departs
from the lth position of conveyor node ci and moves to zone zi with rate µci , it immediately jumps
over the zone since it encounters a full buffer. The tote will move to the next conveyor node ci+1

with probability 1, where it joins the end of the node. When arriving in ci+1 the tote is either
tagged as visited zi with probability 1− bi such that its class becomes s = r\{zi} or as skipped zi
with probability bi while the class of the tote remains the same.

The transition rates of a tote skipping zone i are given as follows, where state x−rcil+sci+1nci+1+1

denotes the removal of a class r tote at the lth position in ci and an arrival of a class s tote in ci+1

at the last position,

q
(
x,x− rcil + rci+1nci+1+1

)
= µcibzi , l= 1, . . . , nci , (6)

q
(
x,x− rcil + sci+1nci+1+1

)
= µci (1− bzi) , l= 1, . . . , nci . (7)

In the time-reversed process a tote of class r or s departs from the last position in ci+1 with rate(
nci+1

+ 1
)
µci+1

and joins at position l in ci as class r with probability λcircilbzi/λci+1rci+1nci+1+1
if

it was tagged as skipped zi and λcircil (1− bzi)/λci+1sci+1nci+1+1
otherwise,

q̄
(
x− rcil + rci+1nci+1+1, x

)
= µci+1

nci+1
+ 1

nci

λcircilbzi

λci+1rci+1nci+1+1

, l= 1, . . . , nci , (8)

q̄
(
x− rcil + sci+1nci+1+1, x

)
= µci+1

nci+1
+ 1

nci

λcircil (1− bzi)
λci+1sci+1nci+1+1

, l= 1, . . . , nci . (9)

Inserting (2)-(3) and (6)-(9) and canceling identical terms, it can be verified that (5) holds. By
considering also transitions that do not skip a zone, it can be shown that q (x) = q̄ (x) = µeI(ne>0) +∑

i∈Zmin{di, ni}µi +
∑

i∈C niµi, where I(.) is an indicator function. As a result, this means that
the jump-over network has a product-form stationary distribution of the form of Equation (2). �

Theorem 1 provides a detailed description of the state of the network by specifying the order of
totes in the nodes. However, knowledge of the aggregate state, i.e., the total number of totes in a
node, is sufficient to determine performance statistics as the throughput and waiting times in the
zones. For the description of the aggregate state, it is convenient to transform the class dependent
visit ratios λir into chain visit ratios

Vi =

∑
r⊆Z λir∑
r⊆Z λer

, i∈ S, (10)

where Vi can be interpreted as the average number of times an arbitrary tote visits node i before
moving to the exit node. Note that the jump-over network only has one chain of classes, with a
population of N totes, due to the fact that every tote will be replaced by a tote of a possibly
different class at the exit.
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Corollary 1. The jump-over network with aggregated state space n̄= (ni : i∈ S) where ni is the
number of totes in node i with

∑
i∈S ni =N and ni ≤ di+qi for i∈Z has a product-form stationary

distribution of the form

π (n̄) =
1

G

∏
i∈S

(
Vi
µi

)ni∏
i∈C

1

ni!

∏
i∈Z

1

γ (ni)
, (11)

where G is a normalization constant.

Remark 1. The definition of quasi-reversibility by Kelly (1979) was further generalized by e.g.
Chao and Miyazawa (2000), Henderson and Taylor (2001). They show that quasi-reversibility
can also be applied to obtain product form results for queueing networks with signals, negative
customers, transitions involving three or more nodes, and batch movements. This framework can
also be used to describe the jump-over network.

3.3. Chain Visit Ratios of the Jump-over Network

To obtain the chain visit ratios Vi, i∈ S, first linear system (1) must be solved. This might, however,
require a large computational effort if the queueing network consists of many nodes. Also, the
number of different tote classes, 2M , grows exponentially with the number of zones. Another way
to obtain the chain visit ratios Vi is to calculate them directly per node type, i.e., entrance/exit,
conveyor node or zone. Clearly, Ve is 1 by (10). Then the chain visit ratios of the conveyors nodes
and the zones can be calculated as follows.

3.3.1. Conveyor Nodes. A tote visits all the conveyor nodes the same number of times
during its stay in the system. As a result, the chain visit ratios of the conveyor nodes Vi, i ∈ C
are equal and given by the average number of circulations an arbitrary tote makes in the system
before moving to the exit.

To calculate the average number of circulations, an absorbing Markov chain {Xl, l≥ 0} with a
state space consisting of all subsets of Z and transition matrix Φ is defined. The chain starts in
state X0 = r with probability ψr, which is the probability that a tote of class r is released in the
system. State Xl defines the class of the tote at the last conveyor node after the lth circulation.
Then the average number of circulations is equal to the expected number of transitions before
entering the absorbing state ∅, i.e., the class for which all the order lines have been picked such
that the tote leaves the system. During a circulation through the system, the transition probability
from state r at the start of the circulation to s at the end of the circulation, Φr,s, is given by

Φr,s =
∏
j∈s

bj ·
∏
i∈r\s

(1− bi) , s⊆ r⊆Z,

and zero otherwise.
Markov chain {Xl, l≥ 0} has one absorbing state, and transitions are only possible to a state

with fewer zones to visit, i.e., the states of transition matrix Φ can be ordered in such a way that Φ
is an upper triangular matrix. This implies that transition matrix Φ can be rewritten in canonical
form as

Φ =

[
Θ Υ
0 1

]
, (12)

where Θ is an upper triangular sub-matrix of the transition probabilities between the transient
states, and Υ is a column vector of the transition probabilities between the transient states and
the absorbing state. The last row of Φ corresponds to the absorbing state of the Markov chain.
The expected number of transitions until absorption in a Markov chain with one absorbing state
is given by (Wolff 1989)

Vi = ψ (I −Θ)
−1

1, i∈ C, (13)
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where I is an identity matrix, 1 a column vector with ones, and ψ= (ψr : r⊆Z\∅) a row vector with
the initial release probabilities ordered in the same way as Θ. Since (I −Θ) is an upper triangular
matrix, its inverse can easily be determined by back-substitution. Denote ω= (I −Θ)

−1
1, then the

jth element of ω can be found by the following recursion

ωj = (1 +
2M−1∑
k=j+1

Θj,kωk)/ (1−Θj,j) , j = 2M − 1,2M − 2, . . . ,1.

Remark 2. When the location of the system entrance and exit do not coincide, the chain visit
ratios of the conveyor nodes are not all equal. Now, a tote visits the conveyor nodes from the
system entrance going to the system exit a single time more often than the conveyor nodes going
the opposite way. Vi, i ∈ C can still be found using the previous analysis, except that the Markov
chain will now start in state X0 = r′ with corresponding probability ψ̃r′ , where r′ ⊆Z is the class
of the tote when reaching the system exit for the first time. Then, Equation (13) will give the
average number of recirculations in the system, which equals the chain visit ratios of the conveyor
nodes from the system exit to the system entrance. These should be incremented with 1 for the
other conveyor nodes.

3.3.2. Zones. The chain visit ratios of the zones Vi, i ∈ Z are equal to the mean number
of times an arbitrary tote visits zone i before leaving the system. In the jump-over network, the
number of times the tote visits zone i follows a geometric distribution with a probability of actually
being tagged as visited zone i equal to 1− bi. Hence, the chain visit ratios of zone i are

Vi =
∑

r: i∈r⊆Z
ψr ·

1

1− bi
, i∈Z. (14)

3.4. Mean Value Analysis of the Jump-over Network

A mean value analysis (MVA) algorithm (Reiser and Lavenberg 1980) can be formulated that
efficiently computes exactly the key performance statistics of the jump-over network by iterating
over the total number of totes n= 1, . . . ,N in the system. MVA is based on the arrival theorem
which can be shown to hold also for multi-class jump-over networks by exploiting their product-
form distribution. The algorithm iteratively calculates the mean throughput time E (Ti (n)), which
is the expected time a tote will spend in node i given that there are n totes in the system, the
system throughput X (n), the mean number of totes in a node E (Li (n)), and the marginal queue
length probabilities πi (j|n) of having j totes in zone i given that there are n totes in the network.

First, initialize E (Li (0)) = 0, i∈ S and πi (0|0) = 1, πi (j|0) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , di+qi if i∈Z. Then,
the mean throughput time E (Ti (n)) of the entrance/exit and conveyor nodes can be calculated by

E (Ti (n)) =

{
1
µi

(1 +E (Li (n− 1))) , if i= e,
1
µi
, if i∈ C. (15)

This directly follows from the arrival theorem and the fact that the entrance/exit is a single-server
node and the conveyor nodes are infinite servers nodes.

The mean throughput time of the zones can be calculated by

E (Ti (n)) =

di+qi−1∑
j=di

(j+ 1− di)
1

diµi
·πi (j|n− 1) +

1

µi
(1−πi (di + qi|n− 1)) , i∈Z. (16)

The first term of Equation (16) denotes the average waiting time conditioned on the number of
totes j in the zone on arrival, and the second term is the tote’s own average service time. When
the buffer of the zone is full, the throughput time is 0, since the tote skips the zone.
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The system throughput X (n) can be calculated using E (Ti (n)), i ∈ S, (Reiser and Lavenberg
1980)

X (n) =
n∑

i∈S ViE (Ti (n))
, (17)

where the denominator denotes the average time a tote spends in the system or the system through-
put time.

Applying Little’s law gives the mean number of totes in a node

E (Li (n)) = ViX (n)E (Ti (n)) , i∈ S. (18)

Finally, the marginal queue length probabilities can be determined by balancing the number of
transitions per time unit between state j− 1 and j, where j is the number of totes in zone i. The
rate from j to j−1 is given by min (j, di)µiπi (j|n) and, by the arrival theorem, the rate from j−1
to j is ViX (n)πi (j− 1|n− 1). Hence,

πi (j|n) =
ViX (n)

µi ·min(j, di)
πi (j− 1|n− 1) , j = 1, . . . , di + qi, i∈Z, (19)

and where πi (0|n) follows from normalization

πi (0|n) = 1−
di+qi∑
j=1

πi (j|n) , i∈Z. (20)

Equation (20) has often been reported as the cause of numerical instability in MVA (Chandy and
Sauer 1980). An alternative approach is to use Equation (27) of Reiser (1981) which is known to
be numerically stable.

Sequentially applying Equations (15)-(20) allows for an iterative procedure for obtaining the
performance statistics. In the last step of the MVA, the system throughput time, the fraction of
time zone i is blocked bi = πi (di + qi|N − 1), and the utilization of the nodes ρi can be obtained,
which is given by

ρi =


X (N)/µi, if i= e,

ViX (N)/µi, if i∈ C,
1−∑di−1

j=0
di−j
di
πi (j|N) , if i∈Z,

(21)

where ρe and ρi i∈Z, are the fraction of time the entrance/exit or the zones are busy and where
ρi, i∈ C is the average number of totes at a conveyor node.

Remark 3. In a jump-over network with non-exponential picking times, MVA will no longer be
exact. Still, closed queueing networks are known to be robust to the service distribution of a node
(Bolch et al. 2006). Hence, the arrival theorem can be adopted as an approximation. When the
picking times are non-exponentially distributed, the throughput time of a zone is equal to the tote’s
own service time if not all the order pickers are busy. If all the order pickers are busy, then a newly
arriving tote has to wait for the first departure at the zone and then continues to wait for as many
departures as there were totes waiting on arrival before it is served. The throughput time of a tote
that encounters the zone full is still zero. Combining these results, Equation (16) is replaced in the
approximative MVA with,

E (Ti (n)) = Qi (n− 1) · E (Ri)

di
+

di+qi−1∑
j=di

(j+ 1− di)
E (Bi)

di
·πi (j|n− 1)

+E (Bi) (1−πi (di + qi|n− 1)) , i∈Z, (22)
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where E (Bi) is the expected service time of zone i, E (Ri) = E (B2
i )/2E (Bi) is the expected

residual service time of zone i, and Qi (n− 1) =
∑di+qi

j=di
πi (j|n− 1) is the probability that all order

pickers are busy in zone i upon an arrival instant. When the picking times are generally distributed,
πi (j|n) can be approximated by the corresponding probabilities in a zone where each order picker
has an exponential service rate 1/E (Bi).

3.5. Iterative Algorithm for Calculating Blocking Probabilities of the Jump-over Network

In the jump-over network, totes are tagged independently from the state of the buffer using block-
ing probabilities bi, i ∈ Z. However, these blocking probabilities are not known in advance. The
probability bi can be iteratively estimated by the probability that the buffer of zone i is full using
the following algorithm.

First, initialize the blocking probabilities b
(1)
i , i ∈ Z to 0. Then, calculate the marginal queue

length probabilities using Equations (19) and (20) and take the fraction of totes that find the zone
containing di+qi totes as a new estimate for the blocking probability. Thus, by the arrival theorem,

b
(m+1)
i = π

(m)
i (di + qi|N − 1) , i∈Z, (23)

where the superscript indicates in which iteration the quantities have been calculated. Based on this
new estimate for bi, the routing probabilities and subsequently the chain visit ratios are updated
for the zones and conveyor nodes. Equation (23) can be evaluated again after applying MVA in
order to get a better estimate of the blocking probabilities and so on. By repeating this process
until for all i the differences between b

(m+1)
i and b

(m)
i is less than a small ε, the algorithm terminates

and the performance statistics are calculated. In our experience, convergence is reached fast, and
does not depend on the initial starting values of bi.

3.6. An Example of the Single-segment Routing Model

In order to illustrate the performance and accuracy of the iterative algorithm of Subsection 3.5,
consider the zone picking system with two zones shown in Figure 2. In total there are 22 different
tote classes. The release probabilities are set to ψ{∅} = 0 and ψ{z1} =ψ{z2} =ψ{z1,z2} = 1/3, and the
mean service times are µ−1

e = 5 seconds for the entrance/exit, µ−1
c1

= µ−1
c2

= µ−1
c3

= 100 seconds for
the conveyor nodes, and µ−1

z1
= µ−1

z2
= 15 seconds for the zones. The number of order pickers in both

zones dz1 = dz2 are equal to 1 and the buffer sizes of the zones are respectively qz1 = 2 and qz2 = 1.
Table 1 gives the average time in seconds a tote spends on the conveyor E (TC (N)) and at the

zones E (TZ (N)), and the overall throughput rate per hour X (N). These statistics are shown
for the jump-over network (Jump), the same closed queueing network but with infinite buffers
in the zones (CQN ) and the approximation of Yu and De Koster (2008) (YdK ). YdK uses an
open queueing network in its analysis. Using bisection, the arrival rate of this approximation is set
such that the average number of totes in the open network is equal to N . The results show that
the jump-over network produces very accurate results compared to the simulation of the original
queueing network (Sim), where the half width of the 95% confidence interval is given between
brackets. In all cases, the algorithm stopped after 5 iterations with ε= 10−3. Both CQN and YdK
assume infinite buffers, which means that they cannot estimate the blocking probabilities.

When the total number of totes in the system N is small, the errors of the jump-over network are
negligible and relatively small for CQN and YdK. This is obvious since almost no blocking occurs
in the system, e.g., only 5% of the totes that intends to visit the second zone are blocked. This
means the jump-over network will have almost the same performance as CQN and the original
queueing network. However, a higher N increases the probability of blocking and the number of
times the totes have to recirculate.
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Table 1 The performance statistics obtained for the example with varying number of totes N .

N

X (N) (in hours−1) E (TZ (N)) (in seconds)

Sim Jump CQN YdK
Err (%)

Sim Jump CQN YdK
Err (%)

Jump CQN YdK Jump CQN YdK

10 104.4 (±0.16) 104.5 108.2 107.9 0.13 3.62 3.39 25.2 (±0.06) 25.3 27.1 28.6 0.12 7.27 13.15
20 182.8 (±0.25) 182.9 206.5 204.9 0.04 12.93 12.06 29.9 (±0.08) 29.8 41.8 46.4 0.28 40.00 55.29
30 234.3 (±0.52) 235.3 283.5 276.2 0.44 21.03 17.92 33.3 (±0.13) 33.1 72.8 86.0 0.58 119.07 158.47
40 268.8 (±0.58) 269.8 326.2 313.4 0.40 21.39 16.61 35.5 (±0.08) 35.5 132.4 154.5 0.02 273.31 335.67
50 291.5 (±0.39) 293.0 342.0 330.1 0.52 17.34 13.24 37.3 (±0.08) 37.3 216.8 240.4 0.06 481.65 544.82
100 336.4 (±0.65) 338.6 354.9 350.1 0.67 5.50 4.07 42.4 (±0.22) 42.3 704.6 723.4 0.17 1563.16 1607.49

N

E (TC (N)) (in seconds) bz1 bz2

Sim Jump CQN YdK
Err (%)

Sim Jump Err (%) Sim Jump Err (%)

Jump CQN YdK

10 313.7 (±0.52) 313.4 300.0 300.0 0.08 4.37 4.37 0.01 (±0.00) 0.01 1.97 0.05 (±0.00) 0.05 0.62

20 357.4 (±0.54) 357.3 300.0 300.0 0.04 16.07 16.07 0.07 (±0.00) 0.07 1.92 0.18 (±0.00) 0.18 0.06

30 420.1 (±1.05) 418.7 300.0 300.0 0.34 28.59 28.59 0.16 (±0.00) 0.15 4.14 0.31 (±0.00) 0.31 0.27

40 491.9 (±0.96) 490.4 300.0 300.0 0.32 39.02 39.02 0.24 (±0.00) 0.23 3.40 0.41 (±0.00) 0.41 0.23

50 571.6 (±0.72) 568.8 300.0 300.0 0.49 47.51 47.51 0.32 (±0.00) 0.31 3.11 0.50 (±0.00) 0.50 0.41

100 1017.7 (±1.93) 1011.5 300.0 300.0 0.61 70.52 70.52 0.57 (±0.01) 0.55 4.41 0.72 (±0.00) 0.73 1.01

When the number of totes in the system equals N = 40 or 50, blocking becomes more prominent.
Since every zone is visited with the same frequency, the totes are more often blocked at zone 2
than at zone 1, due to the buffer sizes of the zones. Moreover, the system throughput time starts
to increase rapidly, while the throughput rate stabilizes because all the zones become saturated.
CQN and YdK produce large errors in the average time a tote spends at the zones and conveyor
nodes, which is due to the assumption of infinite buffers in the zones. This does not happen in
the jump-over network. Because of recirculation, the conveyor nodes act as buffers for totes that
cannot enter a zone. When N = 100, blocking seriously impacts the performance of the system and
totes spend twice as long in the system compared to N = 50.

4. Modeling Zone Picking Systems with Multi-segment Routing

In this section, the single-segment routing model is extended to multi-segment routing. In a zone
picking system with multi-segment routing, each segment consists of a number of zones connected
by a conveyor with recirculation. The segments are connected to the main conveyor, which forms
the center of the zone picking system. In order to analyze the system, again three different types of
elements can be distinguished: the entrance/exit stations, the conveyors, and the zones. Further-
more, the entrance/exit stations are divided in the system entrance/exit and the segment entrance
stations, and the conveyor nodes are split into main and segment conveyor nodes. An example of
a zone picking system with multi-segment routing is shown in Figure 3, which has four segments
that contain a different number of zones.

A zone picking system with multi-segment routing works very similar to the system described
in Section 2. Upon release at the system entrance, a tote is transported to the first segment where
order lines have to be picked. The tote diverts to this segment via the segment entrance station and
stays in the segment until it has visited all the required zones within the segment. When finished,
the tote leaves the segment and is transported either to another segment or to the system exit in
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System
entrance/exit

Segment
entrance

Segment

Main conveyor

Segment conveyor

Figure 3 A zone picking system with multi-segment routing, four segments and eleven zones.

case the picking process has finished. When a segment is considered in isolation, it is equivalent
to the single-segment model, except that the entrance station is now a delay station instead of a
single-server node.

The workload control mechanism controls both the maximum number of totes in the system and,
in addition, the maximum number of totes within each segment. If a tote tries to enter a segment
that is fully saturated, the control mechanism withholds the tote from entering. The blocked tote
will skip the segment and stay on the main conveyor, potentially visiting other segments before
again attempting to enter this segment. This is very similar to the situation when a tote is blocked
by a zone, but now blocking depends on the contents within an entire segment instead of a single
zone.

The queueing network of Section 2 is extended to a zone picking system with multi-segment
routing. Let the extended model consist of K segments. Denote the entrance/exit stations by
E = {e0, e1, . . . ek, . . . , eK} where e0 is the system entrance/exit station and ek the entrance station
of segment k, that represents the conveyor connecting the segment with the main conveyor. Let Z =
∪Kk=1Zk be the union of zones, where Zk =

{
zk1 , . . . , z

k
mk

}
are the zones within segment k, such that∑K

k=1m
k =M . Denote C = ∪Kk=0Ck as the union of the conveyor nodes where C0 =

{
c0

1, . . . , c
0
K+1

}
are the main conveyor nodes and Ck =

{
ck1 , . . . , c

k
mk+1

}
the segment conveyor nodes within segment

k. Finally, let S = E ∪ C ∪ Z be the union of all the nodes in the network. Figure 4 shows the
topology of the multi-segment routing queueing network with K segments.

In addition, the system is partitioned into K+1 different subsystems:
{
H0,H1, . . . ,Hk, . . . ,HK

}
,

where H0 = {e0} ∪ C0 consists of the system entrance/exit and the nodes on the main conveyor,
and Hk = {ek} ∪ Ck ∪Zk the set of nodes belonging to the kth segment. The following additional
assumptions are adopted for the network:
• Each tote has a class r⊆Z defining the zones the tote should visit. Let rk ⊆Zk, k= 1, . . . ,K

describe the zones a class r tote has to visit within segment k. A tote will enter segment k if and
only if rk 6= ∅.
• The entrance station ek to segment k is assumed to be a delay station with a fixed delay of rate

µek , k= 1, . . . ,K that accounts for the time the tote needs for entering and leaving the segment.
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Main
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To segment 2 To segment K − 1

Figure 4 A multi-segment routing zone picking queueing network with K segments.

• The maximum number of totes allowed in segment k, k = 1, . . . ,K is Nk, which is controlled
by the workload control mechanism.
At the system entrance, new totes of class r⊆Z are released with probability ψr. After release, a
tote of class r moves from the system entrance to the first main conveyor node c0

1. From c0
k, the tote

will either divert to segment entrance ek if rk 6= ∅ or move to the next main conveyor node c0
k+1.

Whenever the number of totes in segment k equals Nk, the tote skips the segment and also moves
to c0

k+1, while its class remains the same. In case the tote actually enters the segment, it resides in
the segment until it has visited all the required zones. Then the tote leaves the segment via ck

mk+1

and its class has changed from r to s= r\rk. After visiting the last main conveyor node c0
K+1, all

totes with r 6= ∅ are routed to the first main conveyor node c0
1; the other totes are transported to

the exit and are immediately replaced by a new tote which waits for release at the entrance.

5. Analysis of Zone Picking Systems with Multi-segment Routing

Just as before, the first step of the analysis is to approximate the multi-segment queueing network
of Section 4 by a network with jump-over blocking in Subsection 5.1 and 5.2. In Subsection 5.3
it is shown that the visit ratios of the multi-segment jump-over network again have closed form
expressions. The performance statistics of this jump-over network are calculated in Subsection 5.4
using flow equivalent servers (Chandy et al. 1975) and MVA. The iterative algorithm for estimating
the blocking probabilities is presented in Subsection 5.5.

5.1. Jump-over Network

In the multi-segment queueing network, totes can be blocked either by a zone or by a segment. A
similar approach as described in Section 3 can be used to approximate segment blocking. In the real
system totes of class r that have to visit segment k are “tagged” after segment k with the labels
visited segment k or skipped segment k depending on whether they received service or skipped the
segment. This is now approximated by tagging a tote randomly and independently of whether the
tote actually visited segment k or not. This approximation renders a jump-over network, where a
tote skipping segment k will immediately move from the start to the end of the segment, which is
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indicated by a cross in Figure 4. Here, the skipping tote will act as a “regular” tote that actually
visited the segment so rk is set to ∅.

When a tote is tagged as skipped segment k, the class of the tote should revert to its class when
it entered the segment. However, for all totes leaving the segment there is no knowledge about
which zones the tote visited in the segment. Therefore, in the jump-over network, the classes are
extended such that they also include the initial class of the tote when it entered the system. Denote
the new classes by r̄ = {h,r}, where h⊆Z is the initial class of the tote and r⊆Z the current set
of zones the tote still needs to visit. The initial class h only changes when the tote is replaced by
a new tote, whereas r changes to s= r\

{
zki
}

if zone i in segment k is tagged as visited.
Let blocking probability Bk, k = 1, . . . ,K be the fraction of totes that receive the skipped seg-

ment k tag in the real system. Then, for each class s̄ = {h,s} tote leaving segment k, i.e., when
sk = ∅, independent of whether the tote visited segment k or not (because of a fully saturated
segment), pck

mk+1
s̄,c0

k+1
r̄ =Bk, k= 1, . . .K, where r̄ =

{
h,s∪hk

}
and hk are the zones the tote was

required to visit in segment k. This means that a tote is tagged as skipped segment k and is routed
to next main conveyor node c0

k+1 leaving segment k with the same class r̄ as it entered the segment.
Otherwise, the tote is tagged as visited segment k and the class of the tote does not change, i.e,
pck

mk+1
s̄,c0

k+1
s̄ = 1−Bk, k= 1, . . .K. Just as in Subsection 3.1, the blocking probabilities Bk are not

known in advance and need to be estimated, as is shown in Subsection 5.5.

5.2. Product-form of the Stationary Distribution of the Jump-over Network

In case of the multi-segment jump-over network, the of the network x is defined in the same way
as in Subsection 3.2. Let S̄ (N) be the state space of the network where in each state x the number
of totes in the system is N and where the number of totes in each zone and segment satisfy both
ni ≤ di + qi, i ∈ Z and

∑
i∈Hk ni ≤Nk, k = 1, . . . ,K respectively. The existence of a product-form

solution in the network can again be proven using conditions (4) and (5).

Theorem 2. The jump-over network with state space S̄ (N) has a product-form stationary distri-
bution of the form

π (x) =
1

G

∏
i∈S

πi (xi) , (24)

where G is a normalization constant, πi (xi) is the stationary distribution of node i, i∈ S given by
(3), where λiril is replaced by λir̄il.

Proof: Whenever state x does not contain a blocked segment, it was shown in Theorem 1 that
conditions (4) and (5) hold. In case state x contains a blocked segment and a transition that
involves a tote skipping a segment occurs, the transition rate q (x, y) is given as follows. A tote
of class r̄ departs from the lth position of main conveyor node c0

k and it immediately jumps over
the entire segment. The tote will move to the next main conveyor node c0

k+1 with probability 1,
where it joins the end of the node. When arriving in c0

k+1 the tote is tagged with either as visited
segment k or skipped segment k. Hence,

q

(
x,x− r̄c0

k
l + r̄c0

k+1
n
c0
k+1

+1

)
= µc0

k
Bk, l= 1, . . . , nc0

k
, (25)

q

(
x,x− r̄c0

k
l + s̄c0

k+1
n
c0
k+1

+1

)
= µc0

k
(1−Bk) , l= 1, . . . , nc0

k
. (26)

The time-reversed transition rates q̄ (y,x) are analogous to (8) and (9). Then it can be verified,
similarly as in Theorem 1, that conditions (4) and (5) hold and the jump-over network has a
product-form stationary distribution of the form of Equation (24). �

Theorem 2 again provides a detailed description of the state of the jump-over network. Since
performance statistics as the throughput and mean waiting times in the zones are of interest, the
aggregated state of the network will suffice and can be obtained similar as in Corollary 1.
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5.3. Chain Visit Ratio of the Jump-over Network

The chain visit ratios of the jump-over network can be computed directly per node type similar
as in Section 3.3. Let the chain visit ratio of the system entrance/exit be normalized to Ve0 = 1.
Next, the chain visit ratios are derived in the following order for the main conveyor nodes, segment
entrances, segment conveyor nodes, and the zones.

5.3.1. Main Conveyor Nodes and Segment Entrances. The chain visit ratios of the
main conveyor nodes and the segment entrances can be computed as the conveyor nodes and the
zones in the single-segment routing model. This follows from the fact that a tote needs to visit all
the main conveyor nodes the same number of times during its stay in the network, and the number
of visits to the segment entrances depends on the number of times a tote intends to visit a segment.
The difference is now that the visit ratios depend on the blocking probabilities of the segments Bk,
instead of those of the zones. The chain visit ratios of the main conveyor nodes Vi, i∈ C0 are given
by Subsection 3.3.1 and the segment entrances Vi, i ∈ E\{e0} by Subsection 3.3.2. For both, the
tote classes r ⊆Z are replaced by the aggregated segment classes k ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} that define the
segments a tote should visit. The corresponding release probabilities of the segment classes ψ̂k can
be obtained by summing over all the class specific release probabilities of totes that need to visit
the segments contained in k. Finally, the blocking probabilities of the zones bi are replaced by the
blocking probabilities of the segments Bk.

5.3.2. Segment Conveyor Nodes and Zones. Within a segment, the network behaves
exactly the same as in the single-segment routing model. This means that the chain visit ratios
of the nodes in Hk, only depend on the blocking probabilities of the zones in Zk. The chain
visit ratios of the segment conveyor nodes Vi, i ∈Ck are given by Subsection 3.3.1 where the tote
classes are now replaced by rk ⊆ Zk. The corresponding release probabilities for segment k are
ψk =

(
ψk

rk
: rk ⊆Zk\∅

)
, where ψk

rk
=
∑

s⊆Z ψs · I(sk=rk)/
∑

s⊆Z ψs · I(sk 6=∅) is the normalized sum

of all tote classes that need to visit the zones rk ⊆ Zk and I(.) an indicator function. Then by
calculating the expected number of transitions until entering the absorbing state, i.e., when the tote
has to leave the segment, Vi, i∈Ck is obtained by multiplying the number of times the tote intends
to visit the segment Vek with the average number of circulations a tote makes within segment k

Vi = Vek ·ψk
(
I −Θk

)−1
1, i∈ Ck, k= 1, . . . ,K, (27)

where Θk is defined similar as in (12).
A similar argument holds for the chain visit ratios of the zones Vi, i ∈ Z which are given by

Subsection 3.3.2. Hence,

Vi = Vek ·
∑

rk: i∈rk⊆Zk

ψkrk ·
1

1− bi
, i∈Zk, k= 1, . . . ,K. (28)

5.4. Aggregation Technique

In order to analyze the jump-over network, an extended version of the MVA presented in Subsec-
tion 3.4 can be formulated. However, it is more efficient to aggregate the jump-over network by
replacing all segments by flow equivalent server centers with load-dependent service rates (Chandy
et al. 1975). Norton’s theorem states that the stationary distribution of the rest of the network
remains unchanged after this modification (Chandy et al. 1975, Walrand 1983, Boucherie 1998).

Based on the product-form of Subsection 5.2 and the fact that each tote enters or leaves a
segment via a single input/output node, an equivalent queueing network can be analyzed along
the same lines as the analysis of the single-segment routing model.
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Figure 5 The equivalent network of the jump-over network. Segments are replaced by flow equivalent service
centers with load-dependent service rates.

The first step of the aggregation technique is to replace all segments by flow equivalent servers
with load-dependent service rates. These rates can be determined by calculating the throughput
Xk (n) of subsystem Hk in isolation when varying the number of totes n from 1 up to Nk. The
isolated subsystem can be obtained by short-circuiting all nodes that are not in Hk. As a result, a
tote leaving subsystem Hk will instantaneously be routed back to the entrance of the subsystem.
Since every subsystem Hk, k = 1, . . . ,K in isolation is equivalent to the single-segment routing
model, it can be analyzed using the MVA presented in Section 3.4, where the entrance station is
now a delay station.

Next, an equivalent queueing network can be constructed by replacing each subsystem Hk,
k = 1, . . . ,K in the jump-over network by a flow equivalent server center. The server rates of the
kth flow equivalent server are equal to the throughputs Xk (n) of the isolated subsystems, so

µFESk (n) =Xk (n) , n= 1, . . . ,Nk, k= 1, . . . ,K. (29)

In Figure 5 the equivalent network of Figure 4 is shown, which is identical to Figure 2b except
that the zones are replaced by flow equivalent service centers. The MVA of Section 3.4 can be
applied to analyze the system, where (16) should be replaced by the mean throughput time of a
tote in subsystem Hk (Reiser 1981),

E
(
TFESk (n)

)
=

Nk−1∑
j=1

j

µFESk (j)
·ΠFESk (j− 1|n− 1) , k= 1, . . . ,K, (30)

where the marginal queue length probabilities ΠFESk (j|n) of having j totes in the kth flow equiv-
alent server in a network with n circulating totes. These can be obtained similar as in (19) by

ΠFESk (j|n) =
VFESkX (n)

µFESk (j)
ΠFESk (j− 1|n− 1) , j = 1, . . . ,Nk, k= 1, . . . ,K, (31)

where VFESk is the visit ratio of the kth flow equivalent server, which is equal to the visit ratio
of segment entrance ek. Equation (30) is obtained by application of Little’s law to the kth flow
equivalent server and substitution of (31).

The performance statistics obtained from the equivalent (aggregate) network correspond with the
aggregated performance statistics of the segments in the original jump-over network, e.g., the mean
throughput time of subsystem Hk, E

(
TFESk (N)

)
, and the marginal queue length probabilities

ΠFESk (j|N) of having j totes in subsystem Hk when there are N totes in the system.
The detailed performance statistics of the nodes within the segments can be obtained by a

disaggregation step. Let the marginal queue length probabilities of subsystem Hk analyzed in
isolation be πki (j | n), where j is the number of totes in node i in segment k, given the number of
totes in segment k is n. Then, the detailed marginal queue length probabilities πi (j|N) are given
by (Baynat and Dallery 1993)

πi (j|N) =

{
Πi (j|N) , if i∈H0,∑Nk

l=1 π
k
i (j | l)ΠFESk (l|N) , if i∈Hk.

(32)
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The performance statistics of all the nodes can now be calculated. The utilization of the system
entrance (with di = 1) and zones can be calculated as

ρi = 1−
di−1∑
j=0

di− j
di

πi (j|N) , i∈ e0 ∪Z. (33)

The mean number of totes in a node is given by

E (Li (N)) =

σi∑
j=1

j ·πi (j|N) , i∈ S, (34)

where σi equals the number of totes in the system N if i∈H0, the segment capacity Nk if i∈Hk\Zk
and di + qi if i∈Z.

Applying Little’s law gives the mean throughput time in a node

E (Ti (N)) =E (Li (N))/ViX (N) , i∈ S, (35)

where X (N) is the overall throughput rate from the equivalent aggregate network.

5.5. Iterative Algorithm for Calculating the Blocking Probabilities of the Jump-over Network

As in Subsection 3.4, totes are tagged independently from the state of the network using the
blocking probabilities; bi, i ∈ Z and Bk, k = 1, . . . ,K. These blocking probabilities are not known
in advance, but they can be iteratively estimated by the probabilities that the buffer of the zone
is full or a segment is saturated.

First, blocking probabilities b
(1)
i , i∈Z and B

(1)
k , k= 1, . . . ,K are initialized to 0. Then, calculate

the marginal queue length probabilities of the equivalent network and use the fraction of arrivals
that see a segment being saturated as a new estimate for the blocking probabilities of the segments,
so by the arrival theorem,

B
(m+1)
k = Π

(m)
FESk

(
Nk|N − 1

)
, k= 1, . . . ,K, (36)

where the superscript denotes the iteration number. Using the detailed marginal queue length
probabilities of Equation (32) and by calculating the fraction of “real” arrivals in segment k that
encounter a full buffer in zone i, the new estimates for the blocking probabilities of the zones are
given by

b
(m+1)
i = π

(m)
i

(
di + qi|Nk− 1,N − 1

)
,

=
Nk−1∑
l=1

πki (di + qi | l)ΠFESk (l|N − 1) , i∈Z. (37)

which is the probability of encountering a full buffer in zone i in a network containing N −1 totes,
where in segment k a maximum of Nk−1 totes is allowed. Note the remarkable feature that a tote
arriving at a zone sees the network in equilibrium without itself and in which the capacity of the
segment is reduced by 1.

With (36) and (37), the routing probabilities and subsequently the visit ratios are updated for
all nodes in the network. Applying the MVA equations, (36) and (37) are updated to obtain better
estimates. By repeating this process until for all i, the differences B

(m+1)
i −B(m)

i and b
(m+1)
i −b(m)

i are
less than a small ε, the algorithm terminates and the performance statistics are calculated.
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Table 2 Parameters of the single-segment routing model test set.

(a) Balanced test set (9,600 cases)

Parameter Value

Nr. of zones, M 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Nr. of totes, N 10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80

Mean conveyor times, µ−1
i , i∈ C 20,30,40,50,60

Mean zone times, µ−1
i , i∈Z 10,15,20,25,30

Nr. of order pickers, di, i∈Z 1,2,3

Buffer size of a zone, qi, i∈Z 0,1

(b) Imbalanced test set (224 cases)

Parameter Value

Nr. of zones, M 2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Nr. of totes, N 10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80

Mean zone times, µ−1
i , i∈Z 1) 10,10,10,. . .

2) 10,12,14,. . .

3) 10,15,20,. . .

4) 10,20,30,. . .

6. Numerical Results

In order to investigate the performance of the jump-over network, the approximation is evaluated
for a large test set and compared with the results of a discrete-event simulation of the real queueing
network. This section is split into three parts. Subsections 6.1 and 6.2 discuss the accuracy of the
approximation for a large test set for single-segment and for multi-segment routing systems. In
Subsection 6.3, the quality of the approximation is investigated for the performance of a real zone
picking system of a large wholesale company supplying non-food.

Both the jump-over network and the discrete-event simulation were implemented in Java. For
each case, the simulation model was run 10 times for 1,000,000 seconds, preceded by 10,000 seconds
of initialization for the system to become stable, which guaranteed that the 95% confidence interval
width of the system throughput time is less than 1% of the mean value for all the cases.

6.1. Numerical Results Single-segment Routing Models

In this section the performance of the approximation is investigated for the single-segment routing
model. A test set was generated for which the parameters are listed in Table 2. The number of
zones in the system M varied between 1 and 8 and the number of totes N between 10 and 80.
Furthermore, it is first assumed that every zone and every conveyor node are identical to the other
nodes of the same type and that all possible tote classes are released into the system with the
same probability. This ensures that the work-load of all zones in the system is balanced. In the
test set, the mean conveyor times, µ−1

i , i ∈ C are varied between 20 and 60 seconds and the mean
zone times, µ−1

i , i∈Z between 10 and 30 seconds. The number of order pickers di, i∈Z and buffer
places qi, i ∈ Z varied between 1 and 3, and 0 and 1, respectively. In total, this leads to 9,600
different cases.

In addition, the effect of work-load imbalance among order pickers and zones is tested. Imbalance
can be introduced by either changing the release probabilities or the parameters of a zone, e.g.,
the mean zone times. The latter approach was chosen for the imbalanced test set. In this test
set, the mean conveyor times µ−1

i , i ∈ C are equal to 30 seconds and both the number of order
pickers di, i∈Z and buffer places qi, i∈Z are equal to 1. Four different scenarios were created for
the mean zone times. In the first scenario, the mean zone times are equal, whereas in the other
three scenarios they increase by either 2, 5, or 10 seconds per subsequent zone. This leads to an
additional 224 cases.

The results of the balanced test set are summarized in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6. Each table lists
the average of the relative error between the approximation and the simulation for the system
throughput in hour−1, the average number of circulations a tote makes in the system before moving
to the exit, and the mean of the sum of throughput times of the zones. Each table also gives the
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Table 3 Results of the balanced test set with a varying number of zones M .

M
Error (%) in system throughput Error (%) in nr. of circulations Error (%) in throughput times zones

Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5

1 0.08 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.08 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.09 100.0 0.0 0.0

2 0.67 70.0 29.8 0.2 0.78 69.0 29.8 1.3 0.44 83.9 16.1 0.0

3 0.78 68.2 31.7 0.2 0.94 67.2 30.3 2.5 0.44 86.2 13.8 0.0

4 0.73 71.9 27.8 0.3 0.90 71.3 25.9 2.8 0.38 90.3 9.8 0.0

5 0.64 76.6 23.3 0.2 0.80 75.0 22.4 2.6 0.32 93.2 6.8 0.0

6 0.54 80.4 19.5 0.1 0.68 78.6 18.9 2.5 0.28 94.9 5.1 0.0

7 0.45 83.8 16.2 0.0 0.57 82.4 15.8 1.8 0.25 96.9 3.1 0.0

8 0.38 86.7 13.3 0.0 0.48 85.2 13.5 1.3 0.23 97.7 2.3 0.0

Table 4 Results of the balanced test set with a varying number of totes in the system N .

N
Error (%) in system throughput Error (%) in nr. of circulations Error (%) in throughput times zones

Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5

10 0.24 95.0 4.8 0.2 0.29 93.1 5.9 1.0 0.21 99.8 0.3 0.0

20 0.40 86.8 12.9 0.3 0.53 85.5 12.3 2.2 0.21 97.9 2.1 0.0

30 0.52 81.7 18.1 0.3 0.67 80.0 17.5 2.5 0.24 95.6 4.4 0.0

40 0.59 77.6 22.3 0.2 0.74 76.7 20.8 2.6 0.28 93.0 7.0 0.0

50 0.62 75.3 24.8 0.0 0.77 74.2 23.7 2.2 0.32 91.8 8.3 0.0

60 0.64 74.1 25.9 0.0 0.76 73.0 25.1 1.9 0.36 89.6 10.4 0.0

70 0.64 73.6 26.4 0.0 0.75 72.9 25.7 1.4 0.38 88.8 11.3 0.0

80 0.64 73.6 26.4 0.0 0.72 73.3 25.7 1.0 0.41 86.7 13.3 0.0

percentage of cases that fall in three different error-ranges. From the tables it can be concluded that
the approximation produces very accurate results for the three performance statistics. The overall
average error in the system throughput is 0.54%, it is 0.65% for the mean number of circulations,
and 0.30% for the average mean throughput times of the zones. Almost all of these errors fall
between 0− 1%, with only a few larger than 5%.

Tables 3 and 4 show that the largest errors occur when the system has three or four zones and
when the number of totes in the system is high. An explanation is that the blocking probabilities
increase when the number of zones M decreases or if the number of totes in the system N increases.
Moreover, if blocking is prevalent, a higher M means the approximation needs to estimate more
blocking probabilities, which creates more room for error. Eventually, M is high enough that
blocking is almost fully absent for any N . The approximation becomes exact since the network will
behave precisely as the original queueing network where totes are never blocked.

Tables 5 and 6 show that the largest errors occur with low mean conveyor times and high
mean zone times. Here the product-form assumption that each node can be analyzed in isolation
does not describe the real behavior sufficient. For example, if a tote is blocked by a zone, it can
circulate through the whole system and eventually encounter the zone still working on the same
tote. This will create dependencies between succesive visits to the nodes which are not captured
by the approximation. However, this situation is very unlikely in practice. The total recirculation
time is usually much higher than the time a tote will spend in a zone.

Table 7 presents the results of the imbalanced test set. The errors of the three performance
statistics are slightly larger than those of the balanced test set. In particular, the errors increase
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Table 5 Results of the balanced test set with varying mean conveyor times µ−1
i , i∈ C.

µ−1
i , i∈ C

Error (%) in system throughput Error (%) in nr. of circulations Error (%) in throughput times zones

Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5

20 0.91 66.5 33.0 0.5 1.21 65.3 28.1 6.7 0.47 85.4 14.6 0.0

30 0.64 74.1 25.9 0.0 0.79 72.7 25.2 2.2 0.33 91.0 9.0 0.0

40 0.47 81.4 18.6 0.0 0.55 80.3 19.4 0.4 0.27 94.4 5.6 0.0

50 0.36 86.3 13.7 0.0 0.41 85.5 14.5 0.0 0.23 96.3 3.8 0.0

60 0.29 90.2 9.8 0.0 0.31 89.2 10.8 0.0 0.21 97.3 2.7 0.0

Table 6 Results of the balanced test set with varying mean zone times µ−1
i , i∈Z.

µ−1
i , i∈Z

Error (%) in system throughput Error (%) in nr. of circulations Error (%) in throughput times zones

Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5

10 0.24 93.0 7.0 0.0 0.23 92.7 7.3 0.0 0.17 98.2 1.8 0.0

15 0.40 84.9 15.1 0.0 0.46 83.5 16.1 0.4 0.23 95.5 4.5 0.0

20 0.55 78.4 21.6 0.0 0.67 76.8 21.7 1.5 0.30 92.7 7.3 0.0

25 0.68 72.9 27.0 0.2 0.86 71.8 25.3 2.9 0.37 90.1 9.9 0.0

30 0.80 69.3 30.3 0.4 1.05 68.1 27.3 4.5 0.43 87.8 12.2 0.0

Table 7 Results of the imbalanced test set with varying mean zone times µ−1
i , i∈Z.

µ−1
i , i∈Z

Error (%) in system throughput Error (%) in nr. of circulations Error (%) in throughput times zones

Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5

10,10,10,. . . 0.20 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.20 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.15 100.0 0.0 0.0

10,12,14,. . . 0.23 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.24 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.16 100.0 0.0 0.0

10,15,20,. . . 0.35 98.2 1.8 0.0 0.36 94.6 5.4 0.0 0.21 100.0 0.0 0.0

10,20,30,. . . 0.40 89.3 10.7 0.0 0.45 85.7 14.3 0.0 0.32 100.0 0.0 0.0

Table 8 Parameters of the multi-segment routing model test set (1,320 cases).

Parameter Value

Nr. of segments, K 2,3,4,5,6

Nr. of totes, N 10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80

Mean main conveyor times, µ−1
i , i∈ C0 10,20,30,40,50,60

Segment capacity, Nk, k= 1, . . . ,K 10,15,20,25,30,35,40

Parameter Value

Nr. of zones per segment, mk 1) 9,9

2) 6,6,6

3) 3,6,3,6

4) 3,3,6,3,3

5) 3,3,3,3,3,3

when there is more imbalance between the zones. Totes that need to visit the slowest zone now

spend more time in the system since the probability of being blocked is higher, which increases

errors, as seen in the previous tables. Still, on average the errors for the three statistics are well

below 1%.
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Table 9 Results multi-segment routing test set with a varying number of zones per segment mk.

mk

Error (%) in system throughput Error (%) in nr. of circulations Error (%) in throughput times zones

Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5

9,9 0.21 99.6 0.4 0.0 2.27 66.3 20.1 13.6 0.23 100.0 0.0 0.0

6,6,6 0.25 100.0 0.0 0.0 1.23 72.0 21.6 6.4 0.23 100.0 0.0 0.0

6,3,6,3 0.19 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.43 84.8 15.2 0.0 0.24 100.0 0.0 0.0

3,3,6,3,3 0.16 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.28 89.8 10.2 0.0 0.25 100.0 0.0 0.0

3,3,3,3,3,3 0.23 99.2 0.8 0.0 0.43 86.7 12.5 0.8 0.23 100.0 0.0 0.0

Table 10 Results multi-segment routing test set with varying mean conveyor times µ−1
i , i∈ C0.

µ−1
i , i∈ C0

Error (%) in system throughput Error (%) in nr. of circulations Error (%) in throughput times zones

Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5 Avg 0− 1 1− 5 > 5

10 0.28 99.1 0.9 0.0 2.23 66.8 22.3 10.9 0.23 100.0 0.0 0.0

20 0.24 100.0 0.0 0.0 1.15 75.5 18.6 5.9 0.23 100.0 0.0 0.0

30 0.21 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.77 77.3 18.2 4.5 0.24 100.0 0.0 0.0

40 0.19 99.5 0.5 0.0 0.58 83.6 14.5 1.8 0.24 100.0 0.0 0.0

50 0.18 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.45 86.8 11.8 1.4 0.24 100.0 0.0 0.0

60 0.16 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.37 89.5 10.0 0.5 0.24 100.0 0.0 0.0

6.2. Numerical Results Multi-segment Routing Models

For the multi-segment routing model a new test set is created, the parameters of which are listed
in Table 8. In all test cases, the number of zones M equals 18, but the number of zones per segment
mk can vary between 3, 6, and 9. Furthermore, it is assumed that within every segment the zones
and conveyor nodes are identical, i.e., µ−1

i = 30, i∈ C\C0, µ−1
i = 15, i∈Z, and qi = di = 1, i∈Z. The

release probabilities ψr are assumed to be the same for all r, and the service means of all entrances
are equal to µ−1

i = 5, i∈ E . The number of totes in the system is varied between 10 and 80 and the
capacities of the segments Nk between 10 and 40 totes as long as N ≥Nk. Finally, the mean main
conveyor times, µ−1

i , i∈ C0 varied between 10 and 60. This leads to 1,320 different test cases.
The results of the multi-segment test set are summarized in Tables 9 and 10. The overall average

error in the system throughput is 0.21%, for the mean number of circulations on the main conveyor
0.93%, and for the average throughput times of the zones 0.24%. The tables show that the errors
are the largest in cases with a low number of segments and a fast main conveyor. In these cases,
totes are more likely to be blocked by a segment such that they need to recirculate on the main
conveyor multiple times. As seen in the previous results, the errors increase when there is more
blocking in the system. When varying the segment capacities Nk similar results can be seen.

Figures 6a-6b show scatter plots of the system throughput X (N) and mean number of circula-
tions on the main conveyor for the approximation and the simulation of the multi-segment routing
model test set. On the x-axis the results of the approximation are given and on the y-axis those of
the simulation. The approximation often overestimates the system throughput, since it typically
gives conservative estimates of the blocking probabilities. This can be seen in Figure 6b where
most of the points lay above the 45◦ line. This implies that totes spend less time in the network
which increases the system throughput. This result is not related to the initial starting values of
the blocking probabilities in the algorithm; different starting values produce the same results.
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Figure 6 Scatter plots of the approximation and simulated performance statistics of the multi-segment routing
test set; a point between the dashed lines indicates that the relative error is less than 5%.

6.3. Validation Approximation for a Real Zone Picking System

In order to further validate the approximation, its results are compared to the performance of a real
zone picking system at a large wholesaler supplying non-food items to supermarkets. The part of
the warehouse dedicated to zone picking is divided into four interconnected segments. Table 11 lists
a selection of the data used in this example. The first segment consists of three pallet picking zones,
while the other three segments contain eight zones each and use pick-by-light. On a normal working
day, the system deals with 220 totes simultaneously. On busy days, this number can increase to
280 before the conveyor becomes congested. Up to 95 totes can be present in each segment at the
same time. By analyzing the log files from the Warehouse Management System (WMS) for several
representative picking days, data about release probabilities and service times of the zones were
obtained.

In each zone, the number of order pickers di equals 1, while the buffer size qi depends on the
location of the zone. For the zones that use pick-by-light, qi = 11, except for the first and last zone
in each segment for which qi is either 8 or 9. The buffer sizes of the zones in the first segment
are 12, 17, and, 19 respectively. In addition, the mean and coefficient of variation of the empirical
picking time distribution obtained from the log files is given in Table 11b for each zone. Notice
that all coefficients of variation are close to 1. Finally, the mean conveying times vary between 25
up to 180 seconds per conveyor segment depending on the location of the conveyor, and the mean
time spent in one of the four segment entrance stations equals 5 seconds.

In the current storage policy of the company, the products in the pick-by-light zones are stored
in such a way that the mean number of segments a tote has to visit is minimized. The advantage
of this policy is that it reduces the total order tote travel distance, since the conveyor topology
allows that large parts of the system can be cut short. However, it may cause congestion in a
segment, since certain zones with popular items are visited more often than others. If these zones
are in the same segment, the probability of a tote being blocked by a segment increases. Another
policy is to store products in the zones such that the picking work-load between the segments is
balanced. In this case, the total expected number of totes that visit a segment will be about the
same for the different segments which reduces the probability of a tote being blocked by a segment.
A downside of this policy is that a tote can spend more time in the system, since the probability
of visiting more than one segment increases. The performance of both storage policies is compared
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Table 11 Parameters used in the test of the real zone picking system.

(a) Parameters of the segments

Parameter Value

Number of totes, N 220,240,260,280

Number of zones, M 27

Number of segments, K 4

Number of zones per segment, mk, k= 1, . . . ,K 3,8,8,8

Segment capacities, Nk, k= 1, . . . ,K 95

(b) Parameters of the individual zones

Zone di qi
Empirical dist

Zone di qi
Empirical dist

Zone di qi
Empirical dist

Mean (s) CV Mean (s) CV Mean (s) CV

z11 1 12 26.5 1.06 z27 1 11 21.5 0.98 z38 1 8 24.5 0.91

z12 1 17 28.4 1.11 z28 1 8 23.1 0.96 z41 1 8 25.2 0.89

z13 1 19 32.9 1.16 z31 1 9 24.6 0.87 z42 1 11 26.7 0.86

z21 1 9 18.3 0.79 z32 1 11 25.4 0.87 z43 1 11 26.0 0.92

z22 1 11 19.8 0.89 z33 1 11 26.2 0.92 z44 1 11 25.3 0.85

z23 1 11 21.6 0.95 z34 1 11 24.2 0.83 z45 1 11 22.2 0.78

z24 1 11 21.0 0.93 z35 1 11 24.6 0.87 z46 1 11 21.9 0.88

z25 1 11 22.5 0.82 z36 1 11 24.0 0.90 z47 1 11 23.4 0.83

z26 1 11 21.2 0.91 z37 1 11 26.4 0.91 z48 1 8 25.4 0.84

with a “random” storage policy. For this storage policy, a single instance was generated where the
current allocation of products to zones is kept the same, but the location of the zones are randomly
interchanged between segments.

The simulation uses the empirical picking time distributions of Table 11b. The quality of the
three storage policies is compared by varying the number of totes in the system N from 220 up
to 280. The three policies are generated by interchanging zones between (pick-by-light) segments.
The current and the balanced policies are obtained by solving an allocation problem which takes
as input the orders in the log files, whereas in the random policy zones are randomly interchanged
between the segments. Figure 7a shows for the three policies the aggregated visiting probability
ψ̃k =

∑
r⊆Z ψrI(rk 6=0) of segment k. The probability of visiting the first pick-by-pallet segment is

unaltered, since pallet-pick zones cannot be interchanged with pick-by-light zones in the other seg-
ments. On average, totes will visit 1.73 segments in case of the current policy, 1.81 for the balanced
policy, and 2.47 for the random policy. The aggregated visiting probabilities ψ̃k of the current
policy of the second and third segment (0.61 and 0.56) are slightly lower than the probabilities of
the balanced policy (0.62 and 0.60). The aggregated visiting probabilities of the random policy are
considerably higher for the three pick-by-light segments.

Figure 7b shows for the three different policies the impact on the system throughput X (N)
when increasing the number of totes in the system. The 95% confidence interval is shown for the
simulation results of each policy. The mean average error in the system throughput is 2.28% for
the current policy, 2.37% for the balanced policy, and 3.81% for the random policy. The errors are
slightly higher than in Subsection 6.1-6.2, due to the use of empirically instead of exponentially
distributed picking times in the simulation (cf. Remark 2). For the three policies, the approximated
system throughput is always higher than the one obtained from simulation, since the approximation
tends to underestimate the blocking probabilities as seen in Subsection 6.1.
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Figure 7 The aggregated visiting probabilities and the results of the approximation and the simulation for the
real zone picking system.

When N = 220 zones and segments become rarely congested. This implies that minimizing the
mean number of segments a tote has to visit, which also minimizes the mean total travel distance
of a tote, yields the highest throughput. Clearly, this is the case for the current policy, whereas the
throughput of the balanced and the random policy are lower due to totes traveling larger distances.
Increasing N , increases the probability that a tote is blocked by a full zone or a segment. When
N = 280, the system throughput of the current and the balanced policy are close to each other.
Under the current policy, totes are more often blocked by a segment than for the balanced policy.
Since a blocked tote has to recirculate on the main conveyor, the mean total travel distance of a
tote increases and the system throughput decreases. By balancing the work-load between segments
like under the balanced policy, congestion starts to occur later compared to the current policy.
Therefore, when blocking is very prevalent and total recirculation distances are high, use of the
balanced policy will yield a higher system throughput compared to the current policy. Again, the
results show that both the current and the balanced policies can significantly improve the system
throughput compared to the random policy.

7. Conclusion and further research

In this paper, we developed an analytical model for sequential zone picking systems with either
single-segment, or multi-segment routing. The model provides a valuable tool for rapid design of
complex zone picking systems in order to meet specific performance levels and it can be used
to study and reduce the sources of blocking and congestion. We developed a queueing model to
estimate the performance of the system. Because an exact analysis of this queueing model is not fea-
sible, we approximate the blocking behavior with the jump-over protocol which yield product-form
results, and we use MVA, and an aggregation technique to obtain rapidly very accurate estimates
of the key performance statistics of a zone picking system. Comparison of the approximation results
to simulation for a wide range of parameters showed that the mean relative error for statistics as
the system throughput and the mean number of circulations in the system is less than 1%.
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The model lends itself to several modifications and extensions left for future research. The
approximation can be used to evaluate and compare operational policies such as order batching
and order splitting on system performance, like in Yu and De Koster (2008). In addition, a general
optimization framework can be formulated for allocating products to zones in order to maximize,
for example, the system throughput. Also, when the zone picking system is too heavily loaded,
congestion occurs when two conveyor streams merge, e.g., totes flowing out of a zone with totes
on the conveyor. Totes should wait for a sufficiently large space on the conveyor before merging,
which decreases the performance of the system due to long waiting times. It is also possible to
incorporate this type of blocking-after-service to set achievable targets, e.g., the system throughput
time, and predict when the system is overloaded. Another relevant extension is the situation where
order pickers can help each other when the workload in one zone is high or leave when there is
little work such that one order picker becomes responsible for picking products at multiple zones.
Furthermore, the model may provide a starting point in order to approximate higher moments or
the distribution of performance statistics such as the zone, segment, and, system throughput time.

Our approach to model and analyze queueing networks with finite capacities and the dynamic
block-and-recirculate protocol has shown to give a very accurate approximations. There are many
potential applications beyond zone picking systems where our method might be applied successfully,
e.g., end-of-aisle picking systems, AGV transportation systems, and vehicle-bases compact storage
systems.
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